Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

Rec

Session Aims/Objective
Coach to improve...

Team/Age Group

Session date

U6-U8
Time available

Develop technically gifted, creative soccer players
1.) HAVE FUN.
2.) Increase a players comfort and enjoyment when moving with a soccer ball

1 hr

Soccer Golf (15 Minutes)
Activity: Players start in a given starting location. Their objective is to try and hit the flag in the
fewest shots possible.
Coaching Points: Keep your toe down as you strike the ball. Be accurate. Do your best.
Click to insert session diagram

Progression: Add different elements to each hole to make it fun. Blue cones or bags for water.
Yellow cones for sand.

Passing and Dribbling (15 Minutes)
Activity: Players on the sides of the area pass the ball back and fourth. Players on the ends
with the ball must dribble from end to end changing speeds as they go. The challenge is for
the players passing the ball to find passing lanes to pass the ball through
Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Find the space between two players to pass the ball. Control the weight and
texture of your pass. Hit it hard in small gaps. Hit it softer in big gaps.
Progression: Coach can add more players passing or dribbling to adjust the level of success.

1v1 (15 Minutes)
Activity: Player 1 can score on either goal. Player 2 must try and defend.

Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Attack quickly. Try and get past your defender with speed. Encourage players
to dribble into the goal if possible. Lead your defender one way then attack the space on the
other side.
Progression: Must do a move before your score. Progress from 2v2- 3v3

Action Points/Notes:
Finish by playing 3v3 or 4v4. (15 Minutes)
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